
TECHNICAL WRITING APPENDIX FORMAT THESIS

Cover Page of The Mayfield Handbook of Technical & Scientific Writing In form, the thesis is a lengthy experimental,
design, or theoretical report, with a problem- method-results-discussion structure. When you begin to write the first draft
of your thesis, try to salvage useful Detailed calculations go to an appendix.

The order they are presented is dictated by the order they are mentioned in the text of your research paper. The
appendix can be a good place to put maps, photographs, diagrams, and other images, if you feel that it will
help the reader to understand the content of your paper, while keeping in mind the study should be understood
without them. Raw statistical data â€” this can include any numerical data that is too lengthy to include in
charts or tables in its entirety within the text. Your readers should know how did you use the device while
conducting the research and taking the interviews or surveys. You can also include the graphs, charts and other
visuals created by other researchers if needed. You can include the calculations and statistical information as
raw data when they are useful in extending the points being discussed in your paper. Your department will
have a standard title page form you are required to follow. You do not need to provide a copy of this in an
appendix. Then describe the procedure in enough detail that others can duplicate it. List alphabetically any
works referred to in your study. For example, if you want to provide your presentation in a PDF format or in a
printed handout, you may hide the appendix if needed. Acknowledge assistance from advisors, sponsors,
funding agencies, colleagues, technicians, and so on. List of tables. Assess the success of the study in light of
the criteria of success you gave in the introduction. Include all variations of the instruments as well if different
items were sent to different groups [e. Follow the bibliographical and footnote formats of your department or
of a prominent periodical published by a professional society in your field. Bibliography Definition An
appendix contains supplementary material that is not an essential part of the text itself but which may be
helpful in providing a more comprehensive understanding of the research problem or it is information that is
too cumbersome to be included in the body of the paper. List the key subject headings and subheadings of
your thesis with their page numbers. Use analytical graphics. Front Matter The front matter frames the thesis
work. Instruments used Your readers will find it useful if you mention the information regarding the
instruments used in your research. This is important because the entire source of data should be included even
if you are referring to only certain parts of a chart or table in the text of your paper. Sample calculations â€”
this can include quantitative research formulas or detailed descriptions of how calculations were used to
determine relationships and significance. Compare the results with theoretical expectations and account for
anything unexpected. List unfamiliar terms , symbols , acronyms and their meanings. New York: St. It is also
used in Powerpoint presentations and the same placement and referencing rules are applied in this type of
work too. Use illustrations. Any tables and figures included in the appendix should be numbered as a separate
sequence from the main paper. Piwowar, Heather A. The interview protocol [list of questions] should also be
included. They are as below. Non-textual elements -- as noted above, if there are a lot of non-textual items,
such as, figures, tables, maps, charts, photographs, drawings, or graphs, think about highlighting examples in
the text of the paper but include the remainder in an appendix.


